
For Lease Licenced Premises in a very Prominent

Location Windsor NSW

Retail • Hotel/Leisure

89 George Street, Windsor, NSW 2756

250 m²Floor Area:

Leased

Leased: Fri 03-Apr-20

Property Description

Phone enquiry code for this property: 1236

Located in Thompson Square Windsor the premises adjoin Windsor Ice Creamery, Crepe
Escape, the Macquarie Arms and are diagonally opposite Windsor Sea Foods who are all
well known and long established businesses.

There is a full hotel licence available and is licenced for 157 patrons and staff.
The premises are over 250 square metres and located on the first floor with massive
exposure from all four sides and awaiting DA Approval for another verandah extension and
external staircase. There is also another 40 sq metres on the upper level that is used for the
drinks mixer, gas bottles with alarms and food storage...
Also available, if required on the upper level, there is another 140 sq metres open plan area
with two toilets and kitchenette that can be included if required. It has council approval for
accommodation but can also be used for functions, a movie theatre, art gallery, promotions
or any other suitable use.

The premises have a full fit out including 16 new security cameras, modern bar, commercial
kitchen, male and female toilets, stereo, TV's, air con and everything else electrical and
refrigerated that is needed to operate...
Formerly Illusions Lounge and Tapas bar the owner took possession over 2 years ago so
he could lodge a DA to extend the verandah with a second external staircase. In his wildest
dreams, he never thought it was going to take over 2 years, but that is Hawkesbury Council
for you. But the hurdles have been crossed and the DA approval is now only a formality

While waiting for the DA to get approved, the interior has been repainted and upgraded,
and the owner now seeks an experienced operator with the resources and ability to
establish a high-class eatery, steak house, burger bar or any other suitable business.

Bond required and references.

Phone enquiry code for this property: 1236

Additional Details

Building
Partial

Car Spaces
3

Zoning
Commercial

Property Now
1300815051

Property Now - MOOLOOLABA
9/204 Alice Street, Brisbane City Qld
4000
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